
Surrender in Recovery Worksheet

Name: Date:

I. Reflection of Addiction

1. Substance(s) or behavior(s) of concern:

2. Previous attempts to overcome addiction:

II. Acknowledging the Impact

Consequences of My Addiction

1. On myself:

2. On loved ones:

3. On my life and future:



III. Embracing Surrender

1. What does surrender mean to me?

2. Fears and barriers to surrendering:

3. Benefits I anticipate from surrendering:

IV. Commitment to Recovery

1. Steps I am willing to take towards recovery:

2. Support systems and resources I can utilize:



This worksheet is designed to guide you through the process of surrender, which is a crucial 
step in the journey of recovery from addiction. By honestly answering these prompts, you're 
taking significant strides towards understanding your addiction, its impacts, and the 
transformative power of surrender.

3. Personal affirmations for my journey:

V. Reflections and Next Steps

1. What I hope to achieve through recovery:

2. Immediate next actions to begin my recovery journey:

Signature:

Date:


	Name: Moses Michaels
	Signature: M.Michaels
	Date 1: 22/01/2024
	Date 2: 22/01/2024
	2 Immediate next actions to begin my recovery journey: Schedule an appointment with a therapist, reach out to a local support group.
	1 What I hope to achieve through recovery:  Regaining sobriety, rebuilding trust with loved ones, finding purpose.
	3 Personal affirmations for my journey: I am capable of overcoming my addiction. Each day is a new opportunity for growth.
	2 Support systems and resources I can utilize: Family support, addiction treatment centers, online forums.
	1 Steps I am willing to take towards recovery: Attend support group meetings, seek professional counseling.
	3 Benefits I anticipate from surrendering:  Regaining control of my life, repairing relationships, achieving emotional stability.
	2 Fears and barriers to surrendering: Fear of judgment, fear of failure.
	1 What does surrender mean to me: Surrender means accepting powerlessness over my addiction and relinquishing control to seek help.
	3 On my life and future: Hindered career opportunities, loss of trust.
	2 On loved ones: Emotional distress, financial strain.
	1 On myself: Physical health deterioration, strained relationships.
	2 Previous attempts to overcome addiction:  Attended therapy sessions, tried self-help books.
	1 Substances or behaviors of concern: Alcohol, cocaine.


